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Part II 

 Question no 1 is compulsory. 

 Answer 05 questions with first one. 

 

1. I Name 02 governing systems which were used for administration of different states. 

II What is the revolution which is named as Great revolution. 

III Name 02 examples for unitary states. 

IV Name 02 Asian countries with multi party system. 

V Name 02 types of states which are organized with devolution of power. 

VI Name 02 main organs of a government. 

VII Name 02 duties of a citizen. 

VIII Name two features of a federal state. 

IX Name 02 local government institutions operating in Sri Lanka. 

X Name two qualities inculcated by a person to live in a multicultural society. 

(2 x 10 = 20 marks) 

2. I State two types of democracy operating in different states. (2 marks) 

II a) Name 02 individuals those who presented definitions for democracy. (1 mark) 

 b) Write a definition presented by one of above mentioned individuals. (2 marks) 

III Explain the importance of democracy as a social and way of living under 02 facts. (5 marks) 

 

3. I Name two benefits of electing representatives based on electoral divisions. (2 marks) 

II Name 03 features of a free and fair election (3 marks) 

III State two duties must be fulfilled by free media for the existence of democratic society and 

briefly explain one of them. (5 marks) 

 

4. I Write 02 reasons that caused to originate nation states. (2 marks) 

II Name 03 features of a fedaral state. (3 marks) 

III Write 05 factors relevant to the constitutional structure of united states of America. (5 marks) 
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5. I How many provinces are seen in Sri Lanka according to the 8
th

 article of constitution. (2 marks) 

II According to the 13
th

 amendment of 1978 constitution, the powers of provincial councils are 

classified in to 03 lists. What are they ? (3 marks) 

III Write powers and functions of a provincial council and explain one of them. (5 marks) 

 

6. I Name 02 factors that cause to create a multi cultural society in Sri Lanka. (2 marks) 

II State 03 qualities must be inculcated by a person to live in a multicultural society. (3 marks) 

III Name 02 benefits of work in co-operation by people in a multicultural society and explain one in 

brief. (5 marks) 

 

7. I name 04 cultural features seen in a society. (2 marks)  

II Name 03 ethnic groups living in Sri Lanka. (3 marks) 

III Write 03 qualities 05 good governence. (5 marks) 
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